
 
 

 
 

Barcelona, 25th October 2013  

Dear collegues,  
 

Always learning Family Medicine in the past, present and future, it’s 

our pleasure  to offer  to all GP trainees/young GP European visitors 

the opportunity of discover our actual medicine in the Conference 

Exchange in Barcelona, just before the first Pan European meeting 

for trainees and junior Family Doctors, the Vasco da Gama 

Movement Forum. 

During 5-6th February at Conference Exchange we will try to show 

our art and science to be a doctor. 

Therefore, we offer 30 places for European visitors in primary health 

care urban or rural centers. 

You will enjoy 2 days of rotation before the Vasco da Gama 

Movement Forum begins, which will be held in the city of Barcelona 

on 7th-8th February 2014. 

You can join us and be part of the social program we have prepared 

just to show the skills, knowledge, technology, art, languages, and 

awesome Barcelona that its always waiting for you. 

We have limited places (12) for those who want to stay at home for 

one of our tutors/GP trainers collaborators. Some of them in rural 

areas within an 2 hours of Barcelona, others in the city of Barcelona. 



 
 

 
 

Also, if you want to stay by your own in city, we can help you to find 

a cheap accommodation in a nice hostel with good transport 

communication and location. 

We are working with great enthusiasm so that you can enjoy a 

unforgettable experience that will not disappoint you! 

We would like to ask you to spread the information about this 

exchange conference and select your trainees or young GPs. The 

deadline for submitting your selected candidates is the next 1st 

December 2013. 

If you have any question or you need more information about 

anything, we are at your disposal at the following email address: 

exchange.semfyc@gmail.com 

Kind regards, 

 
Juan María Rodríguez Martínez  
Member  Vasco Da Gama Movement - SPAIN  
IMAGE & Exchange Group 

 
Anna Maria de Pedro Pijoan  
National Exchange  coordinator of Vasco Da Gama Movement - SPAN 
SemFYC Internacional  

 
Raquel Gómez Bravo  
Member of Internacional Vasco Da Gama Movement - SPAIN  
SemFYC Internacional  
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